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Abstract

This paper describes a method for corrective machining of freeform molds to

minimize shrinkage induced errors in mass replication processes for optical elements.

Based on an accurate measurement of the form accuracy, we employ Zernike

polynomials to describe the 1st and 2nd order of optical aberrations and calculate a

machine program to correct the mold insert. As a result much better form and local

slope accuracy are achieved improving the overall optical performance of the

polymer lens.

1 Introduction

In order to find the shape deviation that is to be corrected, the surface of the lens is

measured, for example with an interferometer or other devices. For each

measurement position, the local form deviation is computed by subtracting the found

value from the target surface. This so-called deviation map shows the areas of the

optic that are affected by local shrinkage. These form inaccuracies contain systematic

and stochastic deviations which must be separated because corrective machining can

only be performed for the repeating deviations. Figure 1 shows the necessary steps

for iterative compensation of shrinkage effects.

Figure 1: The impact of a local form deviation is measured and compensated.
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2 Injection Compression Molding of Optical Lenses

The production of polymer optics by injection molding is challenging as the optics

often have significant differences in wall thicknesses and the requirements

considering form accuracy and inner properties are high. Due to shrinkage it is

difficult to comply with the tolerances even if long cycle times are used. Even with

alternative processes such as injection compression molding shrinkage effects cannot

be entirely avoided so that shrinkage compensation strategies for iterative

optimization of the mold inserts are needed.

For the analysis of iterative shrinkage compensation strategies an injection

compression master mold is used that offers a high flexibility considering the setting

of the compression gaps and that includes integrated sensors to control the injection

compression molding process.

The basic geometry of each of the two cavities is defined by two mold inserts. These

mold inserts each contain two smaller inserts, see Figure 2. The basic mold inserts are

both flat and thereby a polymer part with a thickness of 3 mm can be replicated. The

small integrated mold inserts can be changed for the shrinkage compensation

analyses. For the analyses in this paper the integrated mold inserts on the nozzle side

of the mold are flat and the mold inserts on the ejector side are concave.

With two identical pairs of integrated mold inserts it is possible to optimize the

injection compression molding process in order to find stable process conditions with

low shrinkage. Then the geometry of one pair of integrated mold inserts can be

adapted for compensating shrinkage while the other pair is used as reference

geometry.

Figure 2: Mold insert for analysis of shrinkage compensation (left), polymer part

including optical surfaces (right)
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3 Corrective Machining based on Zernike Polynomials

An unfiltered deviation map contains spatial errors in all frequencies ranging from

low frequency form error to high frequency surface roughness. A method has to be

devised to filter the data before corrective machining is carried out. This can be done

by finding an approximate solution to the ordinary least squares problem of fitting

Zernike polynomials to the residual measurement data.

The Zernike polynomials are a set of orthogonal polynomials in x and y defined over

the unit circle x2 + y2 < 1 that are used for the description of aberrations in optics with

circular pupils [2,3]. Several first and second order parameters for the quality of an

optical wave front can directly be expressed as coefficient of a certain Zernike

polynomial. Figure 3 shows the surface given by Zernike polynomial Z2
-2, which

translates into astigmatism. Also shown is a more general surface calculated from a

linear combination of 4 independent Zernike polynomials.

Figure 3: A linear combination of basic Zernike polynomials can be employed to

express optical aberrations resulting from surface geometry errors.

By carefully selecting the polynomials that are used for correction, a focus can be laid

on correcting only astigmatism, for example. The problem of finding coefficients for

polynomials to approximate thousands of measurement points is overdetermined,

hence there is not need for additional filtering and/or smoothing algorithms. This

eliminates a further source of possible errors.
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For the found coefficients, a machine program has to be calculated that is superposed

with the original program. Since the evaluation positions of the original program are

known, no further interpolation to correct the setpoint values for NC machining is

needed.

4 Results and Outlook

For shrinkage compensation with Zernike polynomials Matlab procedures were

developed for the approximation of measurement data with a given set of

polynomials. The resulting surface was then used to adapt the NC code of a slowtool

program to remachine the form insert of the mold by diamond turning.

Using the technique described above, we were able to reduce the surface form error to

less than 20 µm over the whole part of the molded optics. Experiments with different

kinds of approximation subsets were carried out to reduce this deviation in the

following iterations.

Further research will focus on the combination of the described method with true

freeform and/or grid free methods for shrinkage compensation.
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